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Abstract

In order to investigate the effects of the humidity, temperature and slow oxidation

reactions on the occurrence of explosions in gasoline-air mixtures, experiments are

carried out in a cylindrical tunnel with a solid heating device. Experimental results show

that whether a gasoline-air explosion occurs or not is determined by a critical relative

humidity when the temperature of the heat source is maintained at a specific value.

Under the experimental conditions in this study, when the heat source temperature is

maintained at 550�C, the critical value of relative humidity is 32.3%� 0.2%, and when

the heat source temperature is maintained at 570�C, the critical value of relative

humidity climbs to 37.7%� 0.2%. The occurrence of gasoline-air explosions is very

sensitive to the gas mixture temperature. It is shown that an explosion will not

occur if the gas mixture temperature is lower than the critical value of 26�C.

Influenced by slow oxidation reactions, concentrations of reactants can decrease

below the explosion limit range, resulting sometimes in no observed occurrence of

gasoline-air explosions. Experiments show, in this case, that the critical heat source

temperature for the gas mixture explosion, defined by a probability of explosion occur-

rence of 20%, climbs from 510 to 550�C, i.e. it increases 40�C solely due to the

influence of slow oxidation reactions.
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Introduction

Fires and explosions in the process industry are still a common accident scenario,
leading to casualties, destruction of equipment and downtime. In order to prevent
losses, experimental and theoretical studies have been undertaken to understand the
ignition laws, propagation characteristics, chemical reaction process and other
mechanisms of flammable gas explosions [1–4]. Among these studies, work has
commonly involved hydrogen, methane, propane and other single industrial gases
mixed with air or oxygen [5–8] but hybrid or multiple flammable gases (e.g. gasoline
vapor) are seldom considered. In fact most fire and explosion accidents in the pro-
cess industry, especially in the petrochemical industry, have been caused by multiple
flammable gas mixtures [9]; for example the super-large fire and explosion accident
of Huangdao oil depot in 1989, Buncefield oil depot fire in London, LPG fire of
Vishakhapatnam in India, oil transportation pipe fire of Dalian in 2010, etc.

Gasoline, one of the most extensively used fuels, is volatile and can form a flam-
mable gas mixture with air easily. Statistics indicates that more than 55 gasoline-air
mixture fire or explosion accidents occurred from 1960 to 2003 [9]. To better prevent
losses from fires and explosions, it is important to investigate the influence factors
for the occurrence of gasoline-air mixture explosions, such as the composition of the
mixture, initial temperature, initial pressure, ignition energy, ignition delay time,
humidity, equivalence ratio and even including slow oxidation reactions. It has
been shown [10] that thermal radiation can lead to a considerable reduction (up
to about 30%) of the total ignition delay time. Zabetakis [11] and Steinle [12]
reported that the auto-ignition temperature of a hydrocarbon is significantly
affected by the mixture composition and initial pressure. Pre-ignition reactions
occurring in the regime of the low-temperature oxidation mechanism can change
the mixture composition and result in a different explosion pressure [2]. Edenhofer
et al. [13] showed that this slow oxidation can lead to a larger spatial and temporal
extension of the reaction zone, which may cause a sharp decrease in reactants. These
factors were also investigated in the engine field by undertaking experimental, the-
oretical and numerical studies of the auto-ignition process [13,14–18]. However, the
auto-ignition in engines is mostly triggered by compression or spark rather than
temperature elevation caused by a heat source. In addition, humidity also plays an
important role in flammable gas explosions and has a great effect on burning vel-
ocity [19,20]. Unfortunately, few previously published works focus on the influence
of humidity on the occurrence of gasoline-air mixture explosion.

In order to better understand the effects that temperature, humidity and slow
oxidation reactions can have on the occurrence of gasoline-air explosions, experi-
ments involving gasoline-air mixtures in a closed tunnel with a solid heating device
are reported in this article.

Experimental apparatus

The experimental apparatus used in this study mainly consisted of a tunnel, solid
heating device, gasoline evaporation apparatus, circulating pump, concentration
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collection system, temperature measurement system and a computer. Arrangement
of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1. For ensuring the safety of the
experiments, the tunnel is made of Q235C steel with thickness of 9mm. The total
length of the experimental tunnel is 1700mm and the diameter of the cross section
is 340mm. Two observation windows with high-temperature and high-pressure
tolerance are designed into the tunnel and their distances to the right end of the
tunnel, respectively, are 500mm and 1500mm.

A solid heating device is set opposite one of observation window in the tunnel
(see Figure 1). The heating device mainly consists of a transformer, a heat source, a
copper sheet, a base support, a heat-insulating layer and five thermocouples, as
shown in Figure 2. The copper sheet is square (170� 170mm) with a thickness of
2mm. In the experiments, the copper sheet is heated by the heat source (its heating
rate is 0–3000W, adjustable by the transformer) and can achieve a temperature
range of 300–800�C.

In order to obtain an atomized stream of gasoline mixed with air uniformly in
the tunnel, a gasoline evaporation apparatus is used. This apparatus, shown in
Figure 3, works as follows: when gas flows through a decreasing area section,
flow velocity increases and pressure decreases, so that a vacuum is generated in
the bottle connected below the decreasing area section. As a consequence, liquid
gasoline is absorbed into the plastic pipe, atomized by the high-speed flow and

Figure 1. Arrangement of experimental apparatus.

Figure 2. Composition of the heating device.
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evaporated by the vacuum in the decreasing area section (the initial Reid vapor
pressure of gasoline used in the experiments is about 72 kPa). Because the volumes
of gasoline evaporated from the same liquid gasoline are equal at the same pressure
and temperature conditions, the concentration of gasoline vapor in the tunnel can
be determined from the volume of gasoline in the bottle. In addition, the concen-
tration of the gasoline vapor in the experiments also can be measured and moni-
tored by an infrared analyzer.

A sprayer able to produce a minimum water mist diameter of 10 mm is used to
change the humidity in the experimental tunnel. When a higher humidity is needed,
water mist can be added into the test tunnel by the sprayer and transformed to gas
form by the heating device mentioned above. While, when a lower humidity is
needed, the humidity in the experimental tunnel can be adjusted by discharging
humid gas into the atmosphere.

Experimental data needed to be collected mainly includes gaseous concentra-
tions before and after reaction in the tunnel, heat source temperature, gas mixture
temperature and humidity etc. The GXH-1050 infrared analyzer (Junfang
Physicochemical Science and Technology Institution of Beijing) is used to obtain
gasoline vapor concentration, and other gaseous concentrations were acquired by
NHA-502 automotive emission analyzer (Nanhua instruments Co. Ltd.).
Temperature in the experiments is collected by a Monitor and Control System
(Shenzhen Advantech Co. Ltd.). The temperature data in the tunnel were acquired
by eight chrome-nickel-silicon thermocouples, which were arranged at intervals of
200mm along the experimental tunnel, while the heat device temperature is mea-
sured by five thermocouples located on the copper sheet (one is arranged at the
center of copper sheet and the other four at the four corners of the sheet).
Temperature data from these thermocouples were averaged as the final tempera-
tures of gasoline-air mixture and heating source, respectively. Humidity in the
experiments is gathered by a TRH-AZ temperature-humidity meter.

Experimental results and discussion

Humidity effects on occurrence of gasoline-air mixture explosions

In order to investigate the influence of humidity on the occurrence of gasoline-air
explosion, with the same gasoline vapor concentration of 1.5% by Vol.,

Figure 3. Structure of the gasoline evaporation apparatus.
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experiments under two temperature conditions (550�C and 570�C) are systematic-
ally carried out at different humidity levels. Heat source temperatures of 550�C or
570�C are used, respectively, as typical for analysis. The effect of different humidity
levels on the occurrence of an explosion at a heat source temperature of 550�C is
shown in Table 1. Experimental results show that the relative humidity has a great
impact on the occurrence of a gasoline-air explosion. The probability of an explo-
sion occurrence is defined here as the number of times an explosion occurs divided
by the total number of experiments repeated under the same conditions, the result
times 100%. With increasing relative humidity, this explosion probability is
reduced; when the relative humidity is �32.3%� 0.2%, the probability of explo-
sion occurrence tends to be smaller, less than 20%; however, under a relatively dry
condition (the relative humidity is �32.3%� 0.2%), the probability of explosion
occurrence is much greater, more than approximately 80%; When the relative
humidity is �18.6%� 0.2%, the probability of explosion occurrence rises to
100%. This is because added humidity enriches radicals evolved from the water
molecule, leading to a reduction of the radical concentration of the reactants in the
tunnel. As a consequence, the possibility of collisions of reactant radicals is
decreased correspondingly.

In addition, it is found that the lower the humidity in the tunnel, the higher is the
observed explosion intensity (greater noise or flame). On the other hand, with
increasing of the relative humidity in the tunnel, the intensity of the explosion is
reduced, if the explosion occurs at all. This can be explained by the mitigation
ability of the water molecule discussed by Acton et al. [21] and Van Wingerden
et al. [22].

Table 1. Effects of different humidity on the explosion occurrence at a heat source tempera-

ture of 550�C (‘‘+’’ and ‘‘�’’ represent an explosion or no explosion, respectively).

Experiment number

Relative humidity 1 2 3 4 5

18.6%� 0.2% + + + + +

20.3%� 0.2% + � + + +

21.8%� 0.2% + + � + �

25.6%� 0.2% + + + � �

29.7%� 0.2% + � � � �

32.3%� 0.2% � � � + �

33.4%� 0.2% � � � � �

34.6%� 0.2% � � � � �

36.1%� 0.2% � � � � �

37.7%� 0.2% � � � � �

39.5%� 0.2% � � � � �

42.3%� 0.2% � � � � �
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The effect of different humidity levels on the occurrence of an explosion at a heat
source temperature of 570�C is shown in Table 2. Here also, the relative humidity
has a great impact. With increasing relative humidity, the probability of explosion
occurrence is again reduced; when the relative humidity is �37.7%� 0.2%, the
probability of explosion occurrence tends to be much lower, less than 20%. This
critical value is larger than that when the heat source temperature is 550�C. Under
a dry condition (the relative humidity �37.7%� 0.2%), the probability of explo-
sion occurrence is much greater, more than approximately 80%. When the relative
humidity is �18.6%� 0.2%, the probability of explosion occurrence rises to 100%.
Similarly to the results for a temperature of 550�C, the lower is the humidity in the
tunnel, the higher is the observed explosion intensity (with greater noise or flame)
and with increasing relative humidity in the tunnel, the lower is the intensity of the
explosion, if the explosion occurs at all.

Another important conclusion can be drawn from the experiments, that is,
whether the explosion occurs or not depends on a critical value for the temperature
of the heat source. Under the experimental conditions in the present study, when
the heat source temperature is maintained at 550�C, the relative humidity critical
value is 32.3%� 0.2%, but when the heat source temperature is maintained at
570�C, the relative humidity critical value is 37.7%� 0.2%.

Effects of gas mixture temperature on occurrence of gasoline-air mixture
explosions

Gas mixture temperature is also an important factor influencing the occurrence of
an explosion. Therefore, this influence is studied systematically. In order to ensure

Table 2. Effects of different humidity on the explosion occurrence at a heat source tempera-

ture of 570�C (‘‘+’’ and ‘‘�’’ represent an explosion or no explosion, respectively).

Experiment number

Relative humidity 1 2 3 4 5

18.6%� 0.2% + + + + +

20.3%� 0.2% + + � + +

21.8%� 0.2% + + + + �

25.6%� 0.2% + + + + �

29.7%� 0.2% + � + � �

32.3%� 0.2% � + � � �

37.7%� 0.2% � � � + �

38.1%� 0.2% � � � � �

38.5%� 0.2% � � � � �

39.5%� 0.2% � � � � �

42.3%� 0.2% � � � � �
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the stability of the ambient temperature in the tunnel, 20-mm thick insulation
material is wrapped over the outer wall of the tunnel. In addition, on the outer
surface of this insulation material, an aluminum foil layer is applied to reduce
thermal radiation. The gas mixture is heated by the device described previously.
In a systematic experimental process, the heating rate is set at a constant 650W, the
gasoline vapor concentration is maintained within the explosive range (during this
experiment, it is controlled at about 2.8% by Vol.) and the relative humidity is
controlled at 20.3. Then, the temperature of heat source is varied.

The typical experimental results of explosion occurrence under conditions of
different heat source temperatures and a gas mixture temperature that varies
from 20 to 29�C are shown in Table 3. Table 4 provides the experimental results

Table 3. Experimental results when gas mixture temperature is varied from 20 to 29�C (‘‘+’’

and ‘‘�’’ represent an explosion or no explosion, respectively).

Heat source

temperature/�C

Gas mixture

temperature/�C 510 520 540 550 570 600

20 � � � � � �

22 � � � � � �

23.4 � � � � � �

24.7 � � � � � �

25.8 � � � � � �

26.5 � � � � � +

28 � � � � � +

29 � � � � � +

Table 4. Experimental results when gas mixture temperature is varied from 30 to 39�C (‘‘+’’

and ‘‘�’’ represent an explosion or no explosion, respectively).

Heat source

temperature/�C

Gas mixture

temperature/�C 510 520 540 550 570 600

30 � � � + + +

33.4 � � + + + +

35 � � + + + +

36.8 � � � + + +

38.5 � � + + explosive +

39 � � � + + explosive
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when gas mixture temperature varies from 30 to 39�C, and Table 5 illus-
trates the experimental results when environmental temperature varies from 40
to 49�C.

The multiple tests indicate that the occurrence of a gasoline-air explosion is
very sensitive to the gas mixture temperature in the tunnel. It is clearly seen
from Table 3 that the probability of explosion occurrence is close to zero when
the gas mixture temperature is lower than 26�C. When the gas mixture tem-
perature is maintained between 26 and 29�C, an explosion did not occur unless
the heat source temperature reaches 600�C. However, when the gas mixture
temperature is maintained in the range of 30–39�C (Table 4), the heat source
temperature needed for an explosion occurrence decreases to 540�C, with the
appearance of explosive deflagrations. When the gas mixture temperature fur-
ther rises to 40–49�C (Table 5), the probability of the explosion occurrence
increases greatly if the gas mixture temperature is more than 45�C, and the
minimum temperature of the heat source for the explosion occurrence decreases
sharply as well.

In this set of experiments, the heat source can be identified as an ignition source
for the explosions. Under the condition of a lower gas mixture temperature, the
heat source has the ability to trigger the explosion only when its temperature
reaches a certain value. This is because the occurrence of a gasoline-air explosion
requires a certain ignition energy provided by the heat source to activate reactions
in the mixture.

Through the experiments, it can be concluded that there exists a critical gas
mixture temperature when the explosion occurs under the condition of a certain
heat source temperature. If the value of gas mixture temperature is less than the
critical one, an explosion will not occur. In these experiments, this critical
value is 26�C.

Table 5. Experimental results when gas mixture temperature is varied from 40 to 49�C (‘‘+’’

and ‘‘�’’ represent an explosion or no explosion, respectively).

Heat source

temperature/�C

Gas mixture

temperature/�C 510 520 540 550 570 600

40 � � + + + +

42 � � + + + +

44.7 � � + + + +

45.8 � + + Explosive + +

47.5 � + + + Explosive +

48 + + + + Explosive Explosive

49 + + + + Explosive Explosive
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Effects of slow oxidation reactions on occurrence of gasoline-air
mixture explosion

In some experiments, even with a higher heating rate than that used above, it is found
that the explosion still did not occur, although the humidity, temperature and concen-
trations of gasoline vapor and oxygen were maintained in a reasonable range. Through
monitoring the concentrations of themixture composition during the heating process of
the experiments, decreases of gasoline vapor and oxygen concentration and an increase
of carbon dioxide concentration are detected, indicating that oxidation reactions
happen actively within the gasoline-air mixture before the occurrence of the explosion
in these cases. Compared to the fast oxidation reactions during the explosion process,
the speeds of these reactions are much slower; however, these slow oxidation reactions
influence the occurrence of gasoline-air mixture explosion to a great extent.
Representative variations of gasoline vapor, oxygen and carbon dioxide concentration
during a heating process at a rate of 2000Ware shown inFigure 4. It is clearly seen from
this figure that the oxygen decreases from 19.7% to less than 14% and the gasoline
vapor concentration drops from 3.0% to 1.0%, while carbon dioxide increases from 0
to near 1.0%. The minimum oxygen concentration for a gasoline explosion is about
14%, and the lower limit of gasoline vapor for a gasoline explosion is about 1.3% [23].
Therefore, the concentrations of oxygen and gasoline vapor have already dropped out
of the explosive range, resulting in the absence of a gasoline-air explosion.

Figure 4. Variations of gasoline vapor, O2 and CO2 concentration at a heating rate of

2000 W.
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In order to investigate the slow oxidation reactions and study their influence on
the explosion occurrence, two experimental processes are used in conjunction with
an insulated cover over the heating device: (1) during heating of the gas mixture,
the insulated cover is removed and the heat source is allowed to be in contact with
the gasoline-air mixture during the entire experiment, thus allowing the occurrence
of thermal explosion to be influenced by slow oxidation reactions and (2) during
heating of the gas mixture, the insulated cover remains in place, i.e., the heat source
is not allowed to be in contact with the gasoline-air mixture, until the heat source
temperature has reached the desired value. Obviously, in the second set of experi-
ments, the slow oxidation reactions are not active and the influence of the slow
oxidation reactions is avoided. For this set of experiments, the gas mixture tem-
perature in the tunnel is set at 35�C, humidity at 25.6% and concentration of
gasoline vapor at 2.4%. Tables 6 and 7 show the experimental results when the
slow oxidation reactions are not active (experimental process #2) or are important
(experimental process #1), respectively. Table 6 indicates that the explosion occurs
when the heat source temperature is 510�C and its probability is 20%, while the
probability rises to 100% when the heat source temperature increases to 570�C.
Table 7, however, demonstrates that the explosion could not be triggered, as a
result of the slow oxidation reactions, when the heat source temperature is lower
than 550�C, and the probability of the explosion occurrence drops to 20% when

Table 7. Experimental results when slow oxidation reactions are important (‘‘+’’ and ‘‘�’’

represent an explosion or no explosion, respectively).

Experiment number

Heat source

temperature /�C 1 2 3 4 5

510 � � � � �

540 � � � � �

550 + � � � �

570 � � � + �

Table 6. Experimental results when slow oxidation reactions are not active (‘‘+’’ and ‘‘�’’

represent an explosion or no explosion, respectively).

Experiment number

Heat source

temperature/�C 1 2 3 4 5

510 + � � � �

540 + + � � +

550 � + + + +

570 + + + + +
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the heat source temperature is in the range of 550�C to 570�C. The critical heat
source temperature, defined by a probability of explosion occurrence of 20%, has
climbed from 510 to 550�C, i.e. it increases 40�C due to the influence of the slow
oxidation reactions.

It is difficult to determine the exact cause in some experiments why the gas
explosion occurred and in others it did not, as there are complicated chemical
and physical process involved, such as trigger and termination processes of the
chain reactions, interaction process between heat release of the reactions and heat
loss in the tunnel wall etc. In fact, the effects of slow oxidation reactions in the
present experiments can be explained by a pre-ignition reaction that occurs in the
regime of the low-temperature oxidation mechanism and can change the mixture
composition [2]. According to a study of Edenhofer et al. [13], slow oxidation can
lead to a larger spatial and temporal extension of the reaction zone. As a conse-
quence, the temperature and temperature gradient near the solid heat source is
reduced and the concentrations of reactants also quickly decrease out of the explo-
sion range. In the current experiments, due to the influence of slow oxidation
reactions, the oxygen concentration in the tunnel might drop to 14% or less and
the gasoline vapor concentration in the space could also fall to 1.0% or less. In this
situation, the concentrations of oxygen and vapor are below the explosion limit,
and as a consequence, an explosion cannot be triggered.

Conclusions

Experiments are carried out to investigate the effects of the humidity, temperature
and slow oxidation reactions on the occurrence of gasoline-air mixture explosions.
Experimental results show that the relative humidity has an important influence on
the occurrence of gasoline-air explosions. Whether gasoline-air mixture explosion
occurred or not is determined by a critical relative humidity when the temperature
of heat source is maintained at a certain value. Under the experimental condi-
tions for this article, when the heat source temperature is maintained at 550�C,
the critical value of relative humidity is 32.3%� 0.2%; when the heat source tem-
perature is maintained at 570�C, the critical value of relative humidity is
37.7%� 0.2%.

The occurrence of gasoline-air explosions is also very sensitive to the gas
mixture temperature. There exists a critical gas mixture temperature when the
explosion occurs under the condition of a specific heat source temperature. If
the value of gas mixture temperature is less than the critical one, an explosion
will not occur. In the experiments completed for this article, this critical value
is 26�C.

Slow oxidation reactions yield concentrations of reactants that can decrease to
below the explosion limit range, resulting in an absence of gasoline-air explosions.
Under these conditions, the critical heat source temperature, defined by a prob-
ability of explosion occurrence of 20%, climbs from 510 to 550�C, i.e. it increases
40�C due to the influence of the slow oxidation reactions.
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